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The church of Christ sets the crown upon Christ’s head in the day
of his espousals to his bride, i.e., in the conversion of the soul.
Christ is crowned as king by God the Father, and not only so, but
also by the church, his mother.
—Jonathan Edwards, Blank Bible PO4POHPG4PMPNPO
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Marriage signifies the spiritual union and communion of Christ
and the church, and especially the glorification of the church in
the perfection of this union and communion forever.
—Jonathan Edwards, “Images of Divine Things”2

I

n the busy Jewish RVBSUFSPG"NTUFSEBNJOKVTUBGFXTUFQT
from the Houtgracht channel, on the Burgwal thoroughfare—Baruch
Spinoza was born to the Portuguese businessman Michael de Espinoza.
Primarily speaking Portuguese but praying in Hebrew, they were one
family among many Jewish-Portuguese immigrants enticed to this republic known for its religious toleration and economic promise. Perhaps
it is not surprising that Spinoza, growing up in such relatively diverse
circumstances, dared to think differently from his Jewish and Christian
counterparts on the nature of Scripture. As free as Amsterdam was,
Spinoza’s views on the nature of the biblical text and his rejection of key
points of orthodoxy, including biblical authority and Mosaic authorship,
. WJE 
2. WJE 
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were met initially with fear and communal shunning, but ultimately
transformed the world of biblical interpretation.
Spinoza and others like him were willing to ask forbidden questions. Must we believe that the Bible is God’s revelation to humanity simply because it or the church says it is? Who is the privileged interpreter
of Scripture? Who is to say that one person’s reading of the biblical text is
more enlightened by the Spirit than another’s? Spinoza and the thinkers
encouraged by him were troubled by what they saw as a sacred text that
did not stand the test of scientific investigation.
As seen in the previous chapter, ancient and medieval Christians
explored the depths of the biblical text with little fear, finding no need to
question its authority since any number of possible readings, including
the allegorical, were available when a literal reading posed a problem.
But the Reformers had challenged these tactics; and in one sense, the
Reformation’s questioning of the church’s authority and allegorical readings of the Bible set the stage for the willful opposition and pre-critical
thinking of Spinoza. Scholars of the seventeenth century now had to
deal with a serious challenge to the Bible and to their own respective theologies. Among these scholars, Spinoza represents a minority, one that
often delayed publication of books for the sake of avoiding persecution,
but the majority were visible members of movements like Puritanism
BOE$BNCSJEHF1MBUPOJTNPSUIFJSQSPHFOZ UIF-BUJUVEJOBSJBOT These
latter groups resisted each other as much as they resisted Spinoza. The
Puritans resisted the Church of England because their theology was too
i3PNBOJ[FE w UIF $BNCSJEHF 1MBUPOJTUT BOE -BUJUVEJOBSJBOT CFDBVTF
they were too “liberal,” and Spinoza and Descartes because they purportedly placed authority in the individual. The Cambridge Platonists
BOEUIF-BUJUVEJOBSJBOTSFTJTUFE4QJOP[BGPSUISPXJOHPVUUIFCBCZXJUI
the bathwater, and the Church of England and the Puritans for being too
dogmatic and, consequently, brutal. There was no united front.
Edwards’s New England world was far from untouched by these
controversies. The changing historical and intellectual climate of
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. Many of these interests can be found in his citations, quotations without citations,
but particularly in his “Catalogue of Reading” and “Account Book.” Writing on the
sources listed in “Account Book,” Thuesen notes that, “Of the approximately seventyseven strictly theological works mentioned in the document [the ‘Account Book’], two
JOTFWFOBSFAQPMJUF "OHMJDBO -BUJUVEJOBSJBO PS&OMJHIUFONFOU WPMVNFT XIJMFUIF
rest [“impolite”] may be classified broadly as Nonconformist or Reformed” (Thuesen,
i&EXBSET*OUFMMFDUVBM#BDLHSPVOE w 
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seventeenth-century European cultures of the Bible made possible the
theological controversies of the eighteenth century, represented by a
flurry of books and pamphlets that made their way into European and
American universities and colleges, culminating in the first major conUSPWFSTZUPIJU:BMFBOEDPJODJEJOHXJUI&EXBSETTĕSTUQFSTPOBMUIFPlogical crisis. A contextualized perspective on Edwards’s theological
DSJTJTJOUIFFBSMZT SFRVJSFTTPNFFYBNJOBUJPOPGUIFQSFDFEJOH
intellectual issues and historical movements that inform his immediate world.

Post-Reformation Puritanism
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#FUXFFO UIF T BOE T  &OHMBOE FYQFSJFODFE UVNVMUVPVT SFMJgious and political uncertainty. The Puritans, carrying on the Reformed
doctrine of Scripture and conversion, sought (among many priorities) to
shed the imposition of ritual from the Church of Rome as it was found in
the Church of England and dictated by the monarch. The battle was pursued on economic, political, and ecclesiastical fronts. At the beginning
of the seventeenth century, when James VI of Scotland became James I
PG &OHMBOE o  NBOZ 1SFTCZUFSJBOT FYQFDUFE BO BMMZ  CVU IF
RVJDLMZTJEFEXJUI&QJTDPQBMJBOJTN8JUIUIF.JMMFOBSZ1FUJUJPOJO 
Puritans of all stripes raised questions regarding ritual, subscription, and
discipline. In response, James called the Hampton Court Conference in
UPEJTDVTTUIFJTTVFT CVUBUUIFNFOUJPOPG1SFTCZUFSJBOJTNXIJDI
would end his power to discipline from the throne and his “divine right”
to rule the church—James called off the meeting. He was keenly aware
that a loss of power over the church would result in the loss of control
over church money and property.
Pressure continued to build in subsequent years as Charles I
o DPOTJEFSFEBDSZQUP$BUIPMJDCZUIF1VSJUBOT VQIFMEUIF
QPTJUJPOTPG"SDICJTIPQ8JMMJBN-BVE o -BVETFSWFEPOUIF
King’s Privy Council, whose vision of the church primarily concerned
a uniformity of worship. As a result of his attempts to enforce this uniformity, Puritan lecturers were censored and liturgical practices were
instituted that were considered by Puritans to be “Roman.” For many
Puritan millenarians who eagerly took on the role of watchdogs, looking for indications of the end of the world often focused on any sign
PGQPTTJCMFiQBQJTUTwJOUIF$IVSDIPG&OHMBOE-BVETFČPSUTUPJOTUJMM
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liturgical practices further widened the divide between the Puritans and
the Church of England. “In an effort to deter further anti-papal polemJDT wXSJUFT+FČSFZ,+VF iGSPNo "SDICJTIPQ-BVEGPSFCBEF
the publication of any material identifying the pope as Antichrist. The
-BVEJBOTXFSFBMSFBEZTVTQFDUFEPGCFJOHDSZQUPQBQJTUT BOEUIJTJOUPMerance therefore unleashed a flood of anti-papal fear.” Parliament had
even sanctioned the publication of Joseph Mede’s Clavis Apocalyptica as
a “timely propaganda piece in attacking the ecclesiastical establishment
endorsed by Charles I.”4
Continued instability forced some English Puritans to immigrate
to the Netherlands, bringing with them their theological contributions.
Evidence of this international dialogue is not hard to find. English
books found their way into Dutch Reformed libraries and vice versa;
both Richard Baxter and Owen had significant numbers of Dutch books
on their shelves. “The cluster of Puritanical intellectuals in exile had a
lively dialogue on polemical and learned topics,” writes Keith Sprunger.
“Unorthodox notions flourished alongside scholarly orthodoxy. Freedom
of ideas produced ‘Amsterdam Babylon’ and ‘Amsterdam Babel.’”
During these exiles, significant work was done on Protestant bibMJDBM JOUFSQSFUBUJPO 8JMMJBN "NFT o  B DPOUSJCVUPS UP UIF
4ZOPE PG %PSESFDIU JO  BT BO VOPďDJBM &OHMJTI SFQSFTFOUBUJWF PG
Calvinism and an advisor to Johannes Bogerman, the presiding officer,
was at the front of the discussion. It is his Medulla Theologiae and English
Puritanisme that helped define Puritan Calvinism. For Ames, the docUSJOFPG4DSJQUVSFJTUIFIFBSUPGBMMUIJOHT1VSJUBO*O"NFTSFQVCMJTIFE8JMMJBN#SBETIBXT DBo English Puritanism  in
his own name, editing it and adding an introduction. According to this
volume, Puritans understood the pope to be the “Antichrist,” one who
saw his authority as higher than Scripture. But it is Scripture that has the
highest authority, according to Ames, a doctrine that unites all Puritans:
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 +VF i)&"7&/610/&"35) w 
. Sprunger, Dutch Puritanism  
 5SVFNBO i1VSJUBOćFPMPHZBT)JTUPSJDBM&WFOU w5SVFNBO Claims of Truth,

. Sprunger, Trumpets from the Tower   0O UIJT USBďDLJOH PG JEFBT  TFF
Schoneveld, Intertraffic of the Mind.
. Sprunger, Learned Doctor William Ames 
. Ibid., 
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They hold and maintaine, that the word of God contained in the
writings of the Prophets and Apostles, is of absolute perfection,
given by Christ the head of the Church, to be unto the same the
sole Canon and rule of all matters of Religion, and the worship
and service of God whatsoever. And that whatsoever done in the
same service and worship cannot be justified by the said Word, is
unlawfull. And therefore that it is a sin, to force any Christian to
doe any act of Religion, or Divine Service, that cannot evidently
be warranted by the same.
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For the Puritan, all one needs for life and religious duty are to be found
in Scripture, not in the decrees of the monarch or the bishop. Scripture
is the foundation of the Puritan approach to science, education, capitalism, and charity. Nevertheless, while Scripture is plain enough to be
applied to all areas of life, it is not plain to all, and there is a deeper
meaning. “It is one thing to say that all necessary truth is plainly and
clearly revealed in Scripture, which we do say,” argues John Owen, “and
another, that every text and passage in the Scripture is plain and easy to
be understood, which we do not say, nor ever thought . . .” There is a
supernatural layer to Scripture that is sometimes hard to discern. While
Scripture is plain, it contains something “mysterious” and “surpassing
the comprehension of any man in this world.”
This mysteriousness is, however, never a subjective message.
Puritan biblical interpretation, in keeping with earlier Reformation
interpreters, retains as a fundamental element the clarity of Scripture
found in the literal meaning.-JLF$BMWJO BOE-VUIFS UIFMJUFSBMJOterpretation—the interpretation proper (as understood by the human
authors)—is not the only literal interpretation; a “work-around” exists,
made possible by the main author of the Bible, the Holy Spirit. His intended meaning, the typological, is the second literal interpretation.
“In interpreting the Scriptures,” writes William Ames, one should be
“waying [sic] the propriety of the tongue, wherein they are written” and
. Ames, English Puritanisme  
. Sprunger, Dutch Puritanism 
. Morgan, Godly Learning  
. WJO 
. WJO
 1BDLFS i1VSJUBOTBT*OUFSQSFUFSTPG4DSJQUVSF wo
 -FXBMTLJ i5ZQPMPHJDBM4ZNCPMJTN w
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“waying [sic] the Circumstance of the place, by comparing one place
with another, and by considering what is properly spoken, and what
tropically or figuratively.” In another place he explains, “Some things
were known by a natural knowledge and some by a supernatural.”
As with Calvin, the Puritans also demand a spiritual sense to understand the spiritual message of the Holy Spirit. For example, James
%VSIBN o OPUFTJOIJTExposition on the Song of Solomon that
Scripture contains a literal meaning, equivalent to the historical sense,
but it also contains another literal sense: the sense literally intended by
God. Solomon’s book “carrieth the authority of the Holy Ghost engraven
upon it,” writes Durham. The text thus has two authors:
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This Song must either be attributed to the Spirit, as the chief author of it, (though Solomon was the penman) or we must say,
it was not only penned, but indited [sic] merely by some man,
(Solomon, or whoever he be) led by his own spirit, or some other
spirit, without the Spirit of God: but none of these last can be
said.

This is what he calls a “two-fold literal sense of Scripture.” Given that he is
discussing the book of Solomon, one of the more controversial books in
the history of interpretation, Durham cannot resolve himself to see the
sexual and romantic overtones as offering any “edification.” “Running
in the night through the streets, and slighting him at the door . . . by no
means can admit a proper, literal, and immediate sense,” he insists, “but
must needs aim at something figurative.” Herein is the logic: Scripture
cannot include a book that focuses on such themes, therefore, biblical
books like the Song of Solomon must be read differently (overlooking,
of course, that such a book’s presence in the Bible might, in fact, support
the rejected premise that the Bible can indeed include books with sexual
themes.)
Durham is not alone in his conclusions. Other Reformed commentators of his day approach the biblical text with similar attention to
literal meanings, applying the spiritual sense when perceived as required
by the text. A look at Matthew Poole’s Annotations Upon the Holy Bible,
for example, reveals this Puritan exegetical ethic in play. The subtitle of
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. Ames, English Puritanisme oTFFBMTP3JDIBSE#BYUFSTTUBUFNFOUTBďSNJOH
the same thought in The Practical Works of Richard Baxter 
. Ames, Marrow of Theology 
. Durham, Exposition of the Song of Solomon   
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the volume, “The Sacred Text is Inserted, and various Readings Annex’d,
together with Parallel Scriptures, the more difficult Terms in each Verse
are Explained, seeming Contradictions Reconciled, Questions and
Doubts Resolved, and the whole Text opened,” promises too much hermeneutically. Poole begins his commentaries on books of the Bible with
a brief introduction, describing the content and message of the book
using redemptive language. Then, verse by verse, he examines the biblical text, pulling from the historical context as well as the grammatical
and contextual framework. The verse appears first with the explanation
underneath; the literal interpretation gets the priority. Citing numerous
cross-references, Poole guides Scripture in commenting upon Scripture,
harmonizing it doctrinally. There is little wonder as to why this was a
favorite commentary for many of the Reformed, including Edwards.
Notwithstanding what may be perceived as a tedious handling
of the Greek and Hebrew, various translations of texts, and less-thancolorful commentary, Poole rarely fails to indicate the spiritual meaning
PGUIFUFYUBTXFMM8IFO.PTFTBOE"BSPO JO/VNo HBUIFSUIF
congregation together, Moses lifts up his hand and strikes the rock, causJOHXBUFSUPĘPXPVUBDDPSEJOHUPWFSTF iXBUFSDBNFPVUBCVOEBOUMZ 
and the congregation drank and their beasts.” Poole does not shrug off
that this was a literal, historical event; but he does immediately focus on
BEFFQFSNFBOJOHi5PUIFNFOJUXBTBTBDSBNFOU $PS CVUUP
the beasts it was no holy but a common thing.” As promised in his encompassing subtitle, Poole is harmonizing the Old and New Testaments,
explaining that the water pouring out of the rock was more than just
flowing water but also a “sacrament,” something spiritual, a foreshadowJOHPGUIFXPSLPG$ISJTU)FJOTFSUT$PSoBTBDSPTTSFGFSFODF
because this is the New Testament commentary on the Numbers passage, which according to Poole, provides the greater and intended
meaning of the Holy Spirit: “And did all drink the same spiritual drink
for they drank of that spiritual Rock that followed them, and that Rock
XBT$ISJTUw $PS The Annotations then follows through with an
explanation of the spiritual meaning of the text:

. When referencing Scripture passages in discussing these English interpreters, I
will cite the King James Version to remain faithful to their historical contexts.
. Poole, Annotations OPQBHFOVNCFST /VNo )FSFBęFSBMMDJUBUJPOT
for both volumes of this commentary will reference the biblical passage.
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And all the Jews, as well those that perished in the Wilderness, as
those that were preserved to go into Canaan, they drank of the
water which came out of the Rock . . . which water was spiritual
drink in the same respects that the Manna was spiritual meat,
being miraculously produced, and being a figure of Christ. For,
[saith] the Apostle, That Rock was Christ, that is, the Rock did
signifie or prefigure Christ, the Rock was Christ in the same
sense that the Bread in the Lords Supper is the Body of Christ.22
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-JLF%VSIBN XIFO1PPMFBQQSPBDIFTUIF4POHPG4PMPNPOIFSFTPSUT
not only to a prefigurative or typological interpretation, but also to
one that is prejudiced by the allegorical. Noting the outlandish figures
of speech and the supposed indecency between the groom and his
bride, Poole concludes that “this Book is to be understood mystically or
Allegorically concerning that spiritual Love and Marriage which is between God or Christ, and his Church, or every believing Soul.” Another
QPQVMBSDPNNFOUBUPSPGUIFEBZ .BUUIFX)FOSZ o DPNFT
to the same conclusion, arguing that the book is “an allegory, the letter
of which kills those who rest in that and look no further, but the spirit
of which gives life . . . It is a parable which makes divine things more
difficult to those who do not love them, but more plain and pleasant to
those who do.”
Though the Puritans approach Scripture with more freedom than
their predecessors to find figures or allegories in the text, their approach
remains in the spirit of Calvin, controlled by the text and the belief that
the Holy Spirit and their regeneration gives them access to the hidden,
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22. Poole, Annotations $PS

. Poole, Annotations, “Introduction” to “Canticles.” Poole offers a general descripUJPOPGBOBMMFHPSZJOIJTDPNNFOUBSZPO(BMJOAnnotations. Here Paul describes
Sarah and Hagar as representing allegorically both heavenly and earthly Jerusalems.
“That is called an Allegory,” writes Poole, “when one thing is learned out of another,
or something is mystically signified and to be understood further then is expressed.
Scripture hath a peculiar kind of Allegories, wherein one thing is signified by and under
another thing.” Poole notes that Moses did not intend an allegorical meaning when he
wrote about Sarah and Hagar. Rather, the Apostle Paul judged that there was not only
a literal meaning to the text, but also a mystical sense that could be applied to the historical context. Similarly, Matthew Henry writes, “These things, says he, are an allegory,
wherein, besides the literal and historical sense of the words, the Spirit of God might
design to signify something further to us, and that was, That these two, Hagar and
Sarah, are the two covenants, or were intended to typify and prefigure the two different
dispensations of the covenant” (Henry, Matthew Henry’s Commentary, 
. Henry, Matthew Henry’s Commentary 
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mysterious, redemptive-historical message that is, in some sense, the
metanarrative of the entire Bible. As Matthew Poole writes, commentJOHPO$PSoiCVUUIFSFBSFEFFQUIJOHTPG(PE .ZTUFSJFTJO
Scripture, which till the Spirit of God hath revealed to me, they know
not nor understand; for none knoweth them originally, but the Spirit of
God, who is himself God, and searcheth the deep things of Godw-JLFXJTF 
&EXBSETXJMMBMTPMBUFSXSJUFPG$PSoUIBUiJOUIFTFUXPWFSTFTJT
contained an invincible argument for the insufficiency of human reason
without a divine revelation in things of that nature which the gospel
reveals . . .” It should be no surprise, then, that the typological interpretation of Scripture popular with Edwards and given so much attention
by scholars is founded primarily on an existing Reformed methodology.
The Bible is—for Calvin, the Puritans, and Edwards (assimilating and
building on his forebears)—the source of all things mysterious in the
divine mind. It is, therefore, a divine treasure chest containing hidden
gems for those who dig deeper into it. More than simple reading is required, however; one must be guided in this by the Holy Spirit—and
therefore be in relationship with God—in order to access the treasures
locked in the chest.
The question of who has the Spirit of God, or who can perceive the
true voice of the Spirit in interpreting the Bible, then, is a crucial question for seventeenth-century biblicists. Among those quick to challenge,
Spinoza is a prime example.

Seventeenth-Century Challenges and Responses
Spinoza

Spinoza’s Amsterdam teemed with business and intellectual pursuits,
such as those of Spinoza’s famous neighbor, the artist Rembrandt
Harmenszoon van Rijn. As a young man, Spinoza divided his time between his schooling—under teachers like Rabbi Menasseh ben Israel
o  B QSPHSFTTJWF XIP QSPNPUFE +FXJTI$ISJTUJBO EJBMPHVF CZ
instructing his students in the New Testament—and working in his
. Poole, Annotations $PSo'JSTU$PSJOUIJBOToSFBETJO&EXBSETT
KJV, “For what man knoweth the things of a man, save the spirit of a man that is in
him? Even so the things of God knoweth no man, but the Spirit of God. Now we have
received, not the spirit of the world, but the Spirit which is of God, that we might know
the things that are freely given to us of God” (WJE  
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father’s vegetable import business. His early educational experience
and contact with others in his father’s business exposed Spinoza to a
broad world of ideas. At age fourteen, he left his Jewish schooling altoHFUIFSBOEWFOUVSFEJOUPCVTJOFTTGVMMUJNF QVSTVJOHUSBJOJOHJO-BUJO
and exploring the many intellectual and philosophical trends of his day
through a secular education.
#Z XIFO4QJOP[BMFęIJTGBUIFSTCVTJOFTT IJTCFMJFGTXFSFJO
a state of rapid flux. Because of his evolving views on the Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch, his growing acceptance of pantheism, and his
rejection of the immortality of the soul, he was eventually excommunicated from his congregation and community. Now earning his living as
a lens polisher, his intellectual transformation led him to publish several
books on his new theological outlook, one of the most important being the Tractatus Theologico-Politicus, a strong critique of the Bible and
politics.
The Tractatus, a landmark in the history of biblical interpretation,
heralds a change in the treatment of Scripture and the role of the biblical commentator. Spinoza’s radical thinking was a significant factor in
setting the tone of seventeenth-century European biblical interpretation
(especially early Deism) and eighteenth-century American reactions.
“While certainly only part of a diverse and very broad culture of critique,” writes Robert Brown, “Spinoza’s treatise represented one of the
most thoroughgoing applications of a demonstrative method to the
epistemological estimation of the biblical narratives. In this sense, its
BQQFBSBODFXBTTPNFUIJOHPGBQSFDJQJUBUJOHNPNFOUw0SBT-FP4USBVTT
says, “from our time, scholars generally study the Bible in the manner in
which they study any other book . . . Spinoza more than any other man
laid the foundation for this kind of Biblical study.”27
'SPNIJTFYDPNNVOJDBUJPOVOUJMIJTEFBUIJO 4QJOP[BBSHVFE
that the Jews were arrogant in insisting that they were the only chosen
people, and his writing continued to push for social reform leading to
freedom from binding religious thought and to a promotion of a pluralistic democracy. The Bible was a major obstacle for his agenda and
needed to be understood and interpreted outside of the walls of dogma.
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. Nadler, Spinoza o
. Brown, Jonathan Edwards and the Bible   4USBVTT  Spinoza’s Critique of
Religion 
. Harrisville and Sundeberg, Bible in Modern Culture 
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Western thought, he argued, needed to break away from the presuppositions that held the mind back from using reason to ascertain the nature
of being. According to Spinoza, whether Jewish, Catholic, or Protestant,
these presuppositions were fortified in their respective institutions. For
the Protestant, especially the Reformed, this meant letting go of the doctrine of scriptural authority.
While the Reformers did reject radical allegory and church tradition as merely human authorities, it is clear from Spinoza’s work that
he sees their doctrine of sola scriptura as irrational, placing a human
and therefore flawed book above the mind and critical examination. The
added notion of being illuminated by the Spirit appears to Spinoza as an
elitist and unaccountable form of interpretation, a convenient replacement for the church tradition the Reformers had rejected. In its place
Spinoza advocates a scientific approach guided by the light of reason.
-JLF %FTDBSUFT  4QJOP[BT TFBSDI GPS DFSUBJOUZ SFRVJSFT IJN UP BUtempt to dismiss his presuppositions. Inspired by the Cartesian ordine
geometrico, Spinoza seeks to recognize, as obligatory for all as is mathematics, only those self-evident ideas which have necessary corollaries
and which may lead to ultimate philosophical truth. Known as infallibilism, this epistemology judges so-called claims to truth or knowledge
as if they are mathematical conclusions, certain and binding. Guided
by the light of reason, human beings are able to escape the superstitious fears of religion that only lead to engulfing humanity in violence
and hatred. Through reason, according to Spinoza, one will be able to
analyze the Bible using the same tools used to interpret the text of the
Babylonians or any other people group.
If we would separate ourselves from the crowd and escape from
theological prejudices, instead of rashly accepting human commentaries for Divine documents, we must consider the true
method of interpreting Scripture and dwell upon it at some
length; for if we remain in ignorance of this we cannot know,
certainly, what the Bible and the Holy Spirit wish to teach.

. Brown, Jonathan Edwards and the Bible, o ,FOOZ  Oxford History of
Western Philosophy o
 #SPXO i&EXBSET -PDLFBOEUIF#JCMF w 
. Spinoza, Theologico-Political Treatise i*NBZTVNVQUIFNBUUFSCZTBZJOH
that the method of interpreting Scripture does not widely differ from the method of
interpreting nature—in fact, it is almost the same” (ibid.).
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With this belief in mind, Spinoza demands that the Bible be treated like
any other book, subjected to the reason of human beings and proven
through testing and logic.
Undermining the idea of the Bible as revelation, Spinoza goes right
to the heart of its treatment as the infallible word of God. Spinoza does
not want the interpreter to take the claim that it is God’s literal word
too seriously, since he believes it is the result of a misunderstood idiom.
According to him, the Jews do not discern between first and second
causes. Rather, he asserts, they “refer all things directly to Deity . . . if
they make money by a transaction, they say God gave it to them; if they
desire anything, they say God has disposed their hearts toward it; if they
think anything, they say God told them.” Essentially, Robert Grant explains, “it could be claimed that Hebrew idiom was responsible for [the
Bible’s] attribution to God.”
Spinoza sees no special need for such supernatural transformation.
Ironically, the divine and supernatural light, a source for certitude and
clarity in Reformed theology, offers too many individual and unchecked
interpretations, according to Spinoza. It provides too much room for
any person or institution to justify any dogma or action of intolerance.
The truth, he claims, is that when the Bible is understood in its plain
language, neither the redeemed nor the reprobate has an advantage over
the other.
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For as the highest power of Scriptural interpretation belongs to
every man, the rule for such interpretation should be nothing
but the natural light of reason which is common to all—not any
supernatural light nor any external authority; moreover, such a
rule ought not to be so difficult that it can only be applied by very
skilful philosophers, but should be adapted to the natural and
ordinary faculties and capacity of mankind.

Whether it was his Jewish community or the institutionalized
Christian church (Protestant or Catholic), truth in these systems, according to Spinoza, was deemed as the sole property of that institution.
The advantage of being the chosen ones made the Scripture a handy tool
to beat down anyone with whom they were at odds. But human equity,
. Strauss, Spinoza’s Critique of Religion 
. Spinoza, Theologico-Political Treatise, 
. Grant, Short History of the Interpretation of the Bible 
. Spinoza, Theologico-Political Treatise, 
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tolerance, and true democracy occur when everyone realizes they are on
an equal playing field.
Spinoza argues that when interpreters claim that “the light of nature has no power to interpret Scripture, but that a supernatural faculty
is required for the task,” they give themselves too much credit. “If we
look at their interpretations,” he insists, “they contain nothing supernatVSBM BUMFBTUOPUIJOHCVUUIFNFSFTUDPOKFDUVSFT-FUUIFNCFQMBDFE
side by side with the interpretations of those who frankly confess that
they have no faculty beyond their natural ones; we shall see that the two
are just alike—both human, both long pondered over, both laboriously
invented.” His point, to paraphrase, is that everyone puts on their pants
one leg at a time. Each interpreter may not have the same level of natural
faculty, but none of them has a supernatural faculty. Ultimately, no props
are needed; only the light of natural reason, possessed by all, is necessary
to understand Scripture.
For Reformed Protestant Christianity, Descartes and Spinoza
represented the start of a new threat to biblical authority and interpretation. Both Descartes and Spinoza were met with intense opposition from post-Reformation exegetes, especially Dutch and English
Puritans who intended to continue the Reformation understanding of
Scripture’s sole authority. Dutch theologian and professor at Utrecht,
Gisbertus Voetius, accused the new philosophy of indirect atheism.
Voetius charged his students with the task of taking on Descartes; one
student, Dutch theologian Peter van Mastricht, would become Voetius’s
successor. Van Mastricht’s disagreement with Descartes is focused
on Scripture as the source of unequivocal authority. He argues that
Scripture has eight characteristics, all stemming from its divine authorJUZ4DSJQUVSF BDDPSEJOHUPWBO.BTUSJDIUTFYQMBOBUJPOPG5JNo 
is God’s word and as such carries his authority. Being divine, it must be
. Ibid.,  ićF EJďDVMUZ PG JOUFSQSFUJOH 4DSJQUVSF BSJTFT GSPN OP EFGFDU
in human reason, but simply from the carelessness (not to say malice) of men who
neglected the history of the Bible” (ibid.).
. On reactions to Descartes and Spinoza, see Pünjer, History of the Christian
Philosophy of Religion o1SFVT Spinoza and the Irrelevance of Biblical Authority;
see also my “Introduction” in van Mastricht, A Treatise on Regeneration, vii–xxxii.
. For an overview of the Cartesian debate among the orthodox Reformed, see
#J[FS i3FGPSNFE0SUIPEPYZBOE$BSUFTJBOJTN wČBOEWBO.BTUSJDIUTNovitatum
Cartesianarum Gangraena.
 #J[FS i3FGPSNFE0SUIPEPYZBOE$BSUFTJBOJTN w
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true, certain, and universal (“veritas, certitudo & . . . universal”); it must
be sound (“integritas”), meaning free from corruption (“per singularem
Dei providentiam, immunis existit, ab omni corruptione”); holy and
pure (“sanctitas ac puritas”); clear (“perspicuitas”); perfect (“quâ ei nihil
omnino deest”); necessary; and efficacious. All of this meant nothing to
Descartes and Spinoza; but it meant the world to Christianized Europe.

The Cambridge Platonists
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A middle ground between Puritanism and Spinozan rationalism was
struck by a vocal minority of English thinkers known as the Cambridge
1MBUPOJTUT o "UUIFIFBSUPGUIFNPWFNFOUXFSF)FOSZ.PSF
o 3BMQI$VEXPSUI o +PIO4NJUI o 
/BUIBOJFM$VMWFSXFM o BOEUIFJSMFBEFS #FOKBNJO8IJDIDPUF
o ćFTFUIJOLFSTMBJEBHSFBUFSFNQIBTJTPOUIFVTFPGSFBTPO
in determining issues of faith.
Cambridge Platonism began in reaction to political instability and
Puritan dogmatism. Culverwel and Smith were under Whichcote’s
tutelage, and Cudworth—following Whichcote—was also a fellow and
tutor. For Whichcote and his students, human reason is the “the candle
PGUIF-PSEwBOEBOFDFTTBSZUPPMGPSSFJOJOHJOVOGFUUFSFEEPHNBUJTN
placed on Scripture by Puritan views of biblical authority and interpretation, while simultaneously avoiding Spinoza’s rejection of special revelation. For these thinkers, Platonism is more about Plotinus than Plato
himself and, though philosophical idealism comes into the discussion, it
is less about the metaphysics as much as its “religious spirit.”
As the country went during this time, so did Cambridge; while
one might presume a small, tightly knit group within the confines of a
university to exist beyond the radar of politics, such was not the case.
-BVEJBOQPMJDJFTBOEUIFTVQQSFTTJPOPGMFDUVSFSTBU$BNCSJEHF BMPOH
with Puritan suspicions of their teachings, left the band of Cambridge
men trapped between the two. Politically, Cambridge “was engulfed by
the upheavals of the time,” as Gerald Cragg puts it. When Cromwell’s
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troops passed through, attempts were made to remove those believed
to be sympathetic to the crown.%VSJOHUIFUVNVMUVPVTZFBSTPG
UP   UIF $BNCSJEHF 1MBUPOJTUT IFME UIFJS PXO via media between
the Puritans and the Anglicans, seeking toleration. “The situation at
$BNCSJEHF wXSJUFT("+3PHFST iFTQFDJBMMZJO XIFOUIFQBSliamentary troops of the Earl of Manchester took over the University
and removed paintings and imprisoned members, was one that must
have left a very deep impression on Cudworth, and no doubt confirmed
his horror of war and militant confrontation generally.” The ups and
downs of the times fostered a search for something different and better
balanced, leading the Cambridge Platonists to emphasize the roles of
Scripture and reason. Spinoza, for them, was the resurgence of materialism, and More resolutely attacked his writings as atheistic. At the
same time, they did not exclude the obligation to understand Scripture
in conjunction with solid and sane reason, a facility that appeared to
them to be lacking in the day’s conflicts.
Reason is essential, argues Culverwel in The Light of Nature, beDBVTF CBTFEPOIJTSFBEJOHPG1SPW SFBTPOJTUIFiDBOEMFPGUIF
-PSEw Whichcote agrees, writing, in “Think on These Things,” that “religion exercises, teaches, satisfies, that which is the height and excellency
of human nature”:
Our reason is not laid aside nor discharged, . . . but awakened,
excited, employed, directed, and improved by it; for the mind
and understanding of man, is that faculty, whereby man is made
capable of God, and apprehensive of him, receptive from him,
and able to make returns upon him, and acknowledgments to
him. Bring that with you, or else you are not capable receivers:
unless you drink in these moral principles; unless you do receive
them by reason, the reason of things by the reason of your mind,
your religion is but shallow and superficial.

. Ibid., 3PCFSUT From Puritanism to Platonism,
. Cragg, Cambridge Platonists,  $VEXPSUI XBT SBJTFE 3FGPSNFE CVU MBUFS
became Arminian on the will, providence, and responsibility. This was seen as a “gentler
theology” (Colie, Light and Enlightenment  
 3PHFST i0UIFS8PSMEMZ1IJMPTPQIFSTBOEUIF3FBM8PSME w4QVSS Restoration
Church of England 
. For a helpful analysis of More’s critique of Spinoza see Colie, Light and
Enlightenment, o
. Culverwel, Elegant and Learned Discourse 
. Whichcote, Works, o"MMTVCTFRVFOUDJUBUJPOTBSFBCCSFWJBUFEWW, with
volume number and page.
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Scripture verifies the light of nature that God provides through his creBUJPOVTJOHUIFTPDBMMFEDBOEMFPGUIF-PSE UIBUJT UIFIVNBONJOE
“A man has as much right to use his own understanding in judging of
truth,” argues Whichcote in his Aphorisms, “as he has a right to use his
own eyes to see his way.” Unlike Spinoza, this approach does not strip
revelation of its authority; but unlike many of the Puritans (according
to the Cambridge Platonists), neither does it strip reason of its capacity. Human reason can go only so far, they argue, as God ultimately
transcends it, leaving the human being to believe where reason cannot
prove; nevertheless, the emphasis found in Reformed theology on first
being spiritually transformed goes too far.
This concept of transcendence emerges from their Neoplatonic
idealism and Plotinus’s understanding of ascetic contemplation of
the divine. As Plato wanted to turn the mind away from the material to the immaterial, so did these Cambridge theologians. Being
their primary philosophical influence, Plotinus provided them with a
hermeneutical tool. Plotinus argues that reality, which is spiritual, is
also called Intelligence; this Intelligence corresponds loosely to Plato’s
World of Forms or Ideas, in which forms are merely emanations of that
Intelligence. By adding the element of Intelligence to Ideas, Plotinus is
speaking of the mind of “the One,” making it the ultimate source of all
Ideas. This is closer to the Cambridge Platonists’ conception of God:
“divine intelligence is the ultimate reality.” Human reason (the candle
PGUIF-PSE SFĘFDUTUIJTEJWJOFJOUFMMJHFODFJUJTHPEMJLF Reason allows
one to see beyond the material world and into the immaterial. “Reason,”
writes Whichcote, “is the divine governor of man’s life, it is the very
voice of God.” The connection of reason with the divine makes reason
a moral venture. Reason is a spiritual exercise and “nothing is more
spiritual than that which is moral.” Biblical interpretation, then, is not
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based simply on a whim. Their middle ground and pleas for toleration
are essentially founded on reason, which had to be free from duress.
ćF -FWFMMFST  BO &OHMJTI QPMJUJDBM QBSUZ BEWPDBUJOH DPNQMFUF SFligious freedom, wanted to purge the House of Commons and establish a free democratic Parliament. Their plan, whose text is found in
“Agreement of the People,” proposed a government of the people, one
that included religious toleration and rights guaranteed in a constituUJPOćF1VUOFZ%FCBUFT IFMEJO0DUPCFSBOE/PWFNCFSPWFSB
new constitution for England and the “Agreement of the People,” was at
the heart of the fight. The discussions were a powder keg, as Cudworth
was well aware when he preached before the House of Commons, and
he had no plans for taking one side or the other. “The scope of this
sermon,” writes Cudworth, “was not to contend for this or that opinion.”
Rather, it is the dogmatist that Cudworth cautions against. “The sons of
Adam,” he says, “are now as busy as ever himself was about the tree of
knowledge of good and evil, shaking the boughs of it, and scrambling
for the fruit; whilst, I fear, many are too unmindful of the tree of life.”
Rather than clamoring after knowledge as an object, Cudworth’s sermon
calls them to recognize that it is but a shadow, a mangled and disfigured
picture of God. One has to be released from “cold theorems and maxims” and “lean syllogistical reasonings” because one never gets the least
“glimpse of the true heavenly light.” Cudworth’s sermon, delivered in
this charged political context, is a call to free the mind to be what God
made it to be.
It is this light of reason that lays the foundation for certain hermeneutical principles argued for by the Cambridge Platonists. First,
Scripture confirms, and is not contrary to, reason. Therefore, reason as
an important tool in biblical interpretation must be set free, and not
be bound by the institution. Binding up the free use of reason is, for
Cudworth, a source of England’s political instability. Second, the biblical
interpreter is more humble when he or she realizes that Scripture is nei. Cragg, Cambridge Platonists,
 4FF DIBQUFS  PG #SBJMTGPSE  Levellers and the English Revolution; Haller and
Godfrey, Leveller Tracts; Frank, The Levellers   1FBTF  The Leveller Movement
  3PCFSUTPO  Religious Foundations of the Leveller Democracy; Wolfe, Leveller
Manifestoes of the Puritan Revolution; Sharp, English Levellers; Pearse, Great Restoration.
. Cragg, Cambridge Platonists,
 $VEXPSUI i4FSNPO1SFBDIFE#FGPSFUIF)POPSBCMF)PVTFPG$PNNPOT w 
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ther plain nor simple. Reason must be brought to bear upon it in order
to make sense of the divine language. John Smith, in his Of Prophesie,
argues that “Divine Truth hath its Humiliation and Examination, as well
as its Exaltation. Divine Truth becomes many times in Scripture incarnate, debasing itself to assume our rude conceptions, that so it might
converse more freely with us, and infuse its own Divinity into us . . .
Nos non habemus aures, ficut Deus habet linguam.” Scripture is not, as
Smith says, written in the “language of Eternity”; rather, it wears “our
mantles,” learns “our language,” and conforms “itself as it were to our
dress and fashions.” For the exegete to understand Scripture is “not
rigidly to examine it upon Philosophical Interrogatories, or to bring it
under the scrutiny of School Definitions and Distinctions. It speaks not
to us so much in the tongue of the learned Sophies of the world, as in the
plainest and most vulgar dialect that may be.”
Smith takes note of the vulgar attributions to God, the imperfections describing him. His eating, drinking, and riding “upon the wings
of the Wind,” have less to do with God and more to do with his accommodation of our limitations. Hell is described as a “great valley of fire
like that of Hinnom” and heaven is described as a “place of continual
banqueting,” all of which are for our understanding rather than descriptions of actual places or events. “We are not always rigidly to adhere to
UIF WFSZ -FUUFS PG UIF 5FYU w 4NJUI BSHVFT i8F NVTU OPU UIJOL UIBU JU
always gives us Formal Definitions of things, for it speaks commonly according to the Vulgar apprehension: as when it tells us of the Ends of the
heaven, which now almost every Idiot knows hath no ends at all.” Smith
heavily warns the reader against taking too literal an interpretation of
Scripture. What is revealed in prophecy, for example, is not always an actual historical event. Often the events of prophecy detailed in Scripture,
though seeming to be a part of actual history, are really effective stage
props for dreams or visions and have greater meaning symbolically.
Third, since the literal message is not always the most practical,
prompting one to look beyond the letter, the Cambridge Platonists
made biblical interpretation largely a moral enterprise. Scripture has
the greatest authority, but its role is “to confirm natural truth,” which
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is primarily a moral message. Far from being dry, Scripture is understood to deliver vibrant instruction in godly living. The exegete is
not to be fooled into looking strictly for the literal interpretation. “The
Philosophical or PhysicalOBUVSFBOE-JUFSBMWFSJUJFPGUIJOHTDBOOPUTP
reasonably be supposed to be set forth to us,” argues Smith, “as the
Moral and Theological.” The light of reason could pull these moral
messages from nature, but revelation is needed to confirm their truth.
Whichcote writes: “unless you drink in these moral principles; unless
you do receive them by reason, the reason of things by the reason of
your mind, your religion is but shallow and superficial.” To insist on
strict dogma is to miss the heart of biblical interpretation; interpreters
are to agree on the clearest principles of morality rather than kill each
other over the use of a prayer book.
The latitude in interpretation allowed by the hermeneutics of Smith
and his fellows gave them the name Latitudinarian, a name that stuck
XJUI UIF TFDPOE HFOFSBUJPO PG $BNCSJEHF 1MBUPOJTUT -JLF NPTU UJUMFT
given to a movement, the term was intended to be derogatory. While
the Cambridge Platonists brought a great deal to the stage of biblical
interpretation, they did primarily focus on truth as philosophy, as demonstrated by Cudworth’s The True Intellectual System of the Universe; the
next generation put the emphasis on morality.

The Latitudinarians

The term Latitudinarian ĕSTU BQQFBSFE JO QSJOU JO  XIFO 4JNPO
1BUSJDL o XSPUFA Brief Account of the New Sect of LatitudeMen. The movement, if it could be called that, sported names such as
+PIO8JMLJOT -PSE#JTIPQPG$IFTUFS o +PIO5JMMPUTPO o
. Powicke, Cambridge Platonists,
 4NJUI i0G1SPQIFTJF w
. WW o
. Colie, Light and Enlightenment,  TFF BMTP  1BTTNPSF  Ralph Cudworth. For
more on the relationship between the Cambridge Platonists and the next generation
PG -BUJUVEJOBSJBOT  TFF (SJďO  Latitudinarianism in the Seventeenth-Century Church
of England.
. Henry More, more so than Cudworth, used philosophy over the biblical text.
+PTFQI.-FWJOFXSJUFTUIBUi.PSFTĕOBMTPVSDFPGJOTQJSBUJPO UIFO XBTAGSPNFJUIFS
the open Expression, or else more secret Interpretations of Holy Scripture.’ He had not
forgotten revelation, though in emphasizing reason and nature he had nearly lost the
OFFEGPSJUw -FWJOF i-BUJUVEJOBSJBOT /FPQMBUPOJTUT BOEUIF"ODJFOU8JTEPN w 
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 UIFQPQVMBS"SDICJTIPQPG$BOUFSCVSZBOEBTUVEFOUPG#FOKBNJO
8IJDIDPUF&EXBSE4UJMMJOHĘFFU o #JTIPQPG8PSDFTUFSBOE
+PIO -PDLF o  ćF -BUJUVEJOBSJBO OBNF XBT PSJHJOBMMZ EFrogatory and about as hard to define as Puritanism. Patrick’s book on
UIFNPWFNFOUBQQFBSTPOUIFIFFMTPGUIF3FTUPSBUJPOPG XIFOUIF
monarchy was restored under Charles II and the Church of England was
QPMJUJDBMMZSFTUPSFEBT&QJTDPQBM-JLFUIFJSFBSMJFS$BNCSJEHF1MBUPOJTU
teachers, these “polite” thinkers emphasized toleration based on the
light of reason and Scripture, and were promoted to high positions in
the church.
This second generation continued to interpret Scripture as primarily a moral document (necessary for toleration)—they were dedicated
ministers and “practical.” Dogmatism tended to divide, they thought,
and reason knew no such thing. Often criticized as theological minimalists, they were actually heavy hitters, whose theological musings cenUFSFEJOEJČFSFOUBSFBT'PMMPXJOH8JMMJBN$IJMMJOHXPSUI o 
they complemented their understanding of reason with a sophisticated
presentation on epistemological issues, such as “certainty,” and as a result
they approached their interpretation of Scripture cautiously and openly.
8IBUNBEF$IJMMJOHXPSUIBOJNQPSUBOU-BVEJBOJOUIF$IVSDIPG
England who left Protestantism for the Church of Rome—so appealing?
)JTTUPSZJTBDSJTJTPGFQJTUFNPMPHJDBMDFSUBJOUZ)FOSZ(7BO-FFVXFO
explains that Chillingworth’s surprising exit from Anglicanism was due
to “the lack of continuity of Protestantism with the early Church and
the need for a living infallible judge to decide controversies concerning
the fundamental articles of faith.” With coaxing he was convinced to
return, but his return then led to a reexamination of his epistemology.
In a drawn-out debate with Matthias Wilson (who used the pseudonym Edward Knott), Chillingworth wrote his famous The Religion of
Protestants, a Safe Way to Salvation. He went to the heart of Wilson-
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Knott’s charge that there is no salvation outside of the Catholic Church,
an infallible source of truth, leaving Protestants in a precarious predicament. Chillingworth no longer demanded infallibilism in interpreting
Scripture; rather, he writes:
I do heartily acknowledge and believe the articles of our faith
to be in themselves truths as certain and infallible, as the very
common principles of geometry and mathematics. But that there
is required of us a knowledge of them, and adherence to them, as
certain as that sense of science; that such a certainty is required
of us under pain of damnation, so that no man can hope to be in
the state of salvation, but he that finds in himself such a degree
of faith, such a strength of adherence; this I have already demonstrated to be of a great error, and of dangerous and pernicious
consequence.
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Chillingworth rejects an absolute infallible certainty and maintains both
conditional infallible certainty and “moral certainty.” The first, absolute
infallible certainty, belongs only to God; the second, “conditional infallible certainty,” belongs to mathematics and logic; and the third, “moral
DFSUBJOUZwJT BT7BO-FFVXFOEFTDSJCFT iUIFDFSUBJOUZBTBOF SFBTPOable, thoughtful person has after considering all the available evidence
as fully and impartially as is possible and giving his assent to that side
on which the evidence seems strongest.” According to Chillingworth,
no human institution has had the first category of certainty, though they
may believe fallibly that they do. Because this category is exclusive to deity, humans approach Scripture with fallible reason and, therefore, must
approach each other with charity.
ćJT JT BO JNQPSUBOU IFSNFOFVUJDBM QSJODJQMF GPS -BUJUVEJOBSJBOT
like John Wilkins, John Tillotson, and Edward Stillingfleet, as it says
something about their approach to Scripture in the context of the
life of the Christian. “There may be an indubitable Certainty where
there is not an infallible Certainty,” wrote John Wilkins in his Natural
Religion. The evidence for “Moral Certainty may be so plain, that
every man whose judgment is free from prejudice will consent unto
them. And though there be no natural necessity, that such things must
. Chillingworth, Works of William Chillingworth  TFF1BSU $IBQUFS 
 7BO-FFVXFO Problem of Certainty,  
. Shapiro, Probability and Certainty, 
. See Tillotson, Rule of Faith; Wilkins, Natural Religion; see also, Wilkins, Ecclesiastes.
. Wilkins, Natural Religion 
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be so, and that they cannot possibly be otherwise, without implying a
Contradiction; yet may they be so certain as not to admit of any reasonable doubt concerning them.” John Tillotson puts forward a similar
argument, noting that not all things require the same amount of proof.
“None can demonstrate to me, that there is such an Island in America
as Jamaica,” he writes, “yet upon the Testimony of credible persons, and
Authors who have written of it, I am as free from all doubt concerning it,
as from doubting of the clearest Mathematical Demonstration.” In other
words, humans, because of their inherent imperfection, are not capable
of perfect knowledge. Even when it comes to interpreting Scripture, not
all agree as to its meaning. Knowing the pitfalls of certitude, he calls for a
belief that is reasonably warranted by the facts, an idea he sees as “moral
certainty,” the kind of certainty that satisfies “a prudent man.” As a reTVMU -BUJUVEJOBSJBOTFSNPOTBSFOPUEPHNBUJDUIFPMPHJFTCVUSBUIFSBSF
overwhelmingly centered on morality, and so, not surprisingly, were well
received by laypeople wherever they were preached. By many Calvinist
academics, however, they were accused of being Arminians, rationalists,
or deists in disguise.
While Scripture remained important for these ministers, dogmatic
discussions or Athanasian creedal formulations were none of their concern. And not all Calvinists saw them as the enemy. Even in Tillotson’s
EBZ IJHI$BMWJOJTUBOE"OHMJDBO+PIO&EXBSET o XSPUFJO
The Preacher—his how-to manual for young ministers—of the prominence of moral messages coming from the pulpit. Far from discouraging moral preaching, he argues that ministers who preach morality are
helping to reform England’s “scandalous” and immoral society, and it is
John Tillotson who comes to his mind as the greatest of these ministers.
Preaching the morality of Christianity “hath been excellently performed
by some eminent Preachers of late,” writes Edwards, “and by none perhaps better than by the late Archbishop of Canterbury.”
ćF -BUJUVEJOBSJBO WJFX PG UIF 4DSJQUVSFT XBT B iIBMGXBZw QPJOU
between traditional Protestant doctrine of Scripture and rationalism.
“Tillotson,” as Gerard Reedy points out, “never forces his readers to
choose between reason and revelation”; rather, “he published four ser-
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mons on the divinity and incarnation of the Word” and other sermons
“on the sacrifice of Jesus Christ and on the unity and trinity of God.”
Because Scripture works in concert with reason, Reedy says of Tillotson
that “these doctrinal interests counter the charge that he was a rationalist concerned only to build a morality of nature.” Scripture remains
the core of all spiritual knowledge. Tillotson’s sermon, “The Necessity
PGUIF,OPXMFEHFPGUIF)PMZ4DSJQUVSFTw UBLFOGSPN.BUUBOE
-VLF   GPS FYBNQMF  QSFBDIFT B SFUVSO UP iUIF LOPXMFEHF PG UIF
Holy Scriptures, which is necessary to our eternal Salvation.” Scripture
is the “Rule of Faith,” argues Tillotson. It is in the plain sense of Scripture
that “numerous Commentators do generally agree.” There are obscure
passages over which commentators argue, but that is acceptable “so long
as all necessary Points of Faith and matters of Practice are delivered in
plain Texts.” Tillotson’s practicality stood for decades as a model for
aspiring ministers. It also took the sting off the theological dogmatists,
presenting a gentler side of Christianity to the soul offended in a manner
reminiscent of Spinoza.

John Locke
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/P -BUJUVEJOBSJBO TUBOET PVU BT NVDI BT +PIO -PDLF  BOE JU JT IF  BGter all, who is often credited—albeit unwillingly—with supplying the
SBUJPOBMUPPMTGPSUIFGPSNJEBCMFEFJTU+PIO5PMBOE o -PDLF
was also charged—inaccurately—with maintaining a modified version
PG4QJOP[BTQIJMPTPQIZ#VUBNPOH-BUJUVEJOBSJBOT -PDLFTQIJMPTPQIZ
contains some distinctive enhancements and fine-tuned clarifications,
as found in his Essay Concerning Human Understanding. The Essay
was written to engage in the subtle and not-so-subtle distinctions on
the topic of morality and revelation. Central to this discussion are the
roles and limitations of faith and reason, and Chillingworth’s Religion of
Protestants, in the context of the growing prominence of infallibilism,
 3FFEZ i*OUFSQSFUJOH5JMMPUTPO wGPSBMPPLBUUIFCBDLHSPVOEUP5JMMPUTPOT
sermon style, see Mitchell, English Pulpit Oratory from Andrewes to Tillotson.
. Wilkins, Works 
. Tillotson, Rule of Faith,   
 4OZEFS  i'BJUI BOE 3FBTPO JO -PDLFT Essay w  GPS B HPPE MPPL BU PUIFS
JOĘVFODFTPO-PDLFTVOEFSTUBOEJOHPGUIFSFMBUJPOPGLOPXMFEHFUPTDJFODF TFF0TMFS 
i+PIO-PDLFBOEUIF$IBOHJOH*EFBMPG4DJFOUJĕD,OPXMFEHF woTFFBMTP3PHFST 
i#PZMF -PDLF BOE3FBTPO wo
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was an important background text for developing his argument. In doJOHTP -PDLFTFUPVUUPiMBZEPXOUIF.FBTVSFTBOEBoundaries between
Faith and Reason.”
Reason therefore here, as contradistinguished to Faith, I take
to be the discovery of the Certainty and Probability of such
Propositions or Truths, which the Mind arrives at by Deductions
made from such Ideas, which it has got by the use of its natural
Faculties, viz. by Sensation or Reflection.
Faith, on the other side, is the Assent to any Proposition, not
thus made out by the Deductions of Reason; but upon the Credit
of the Proposer, as coming from GOD, in some extraordinary
way of Communication. This way of discovering Truths to Men
we call Revelation.
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Reason is a natural faculty using “Sensation or Reflection” to unite
different, but connected ideas into what is recognized as knowledge.
Faith cannot be certain and does not rise to the level of knowledge. “For
matter of Faith being only Divine Revelation and nothing else,” writes
-PDLF iFaith, as we use the Word, (called commonly, Divine Faith) has
to do with no Propositions, but those which are supposed to be divinely
revealed.” Reason tests the world empirically, but faith trusts in the
testimony, which may or may not be true. The witnesses of the resurrection had knowledge because, as the Apostle Thomas demonstrated, they
could see and feel the wounds. But subsequent generations, not present
at the resurrection, must trust (without definite knowledge) in the testimony of others.
While sharing a high regard for the faculty of reason as did other
-BUJUVEJOBSJBOT -PDLFTHSFBUEJWJEFCFUXFFOSFBTPOBOEGBJUIEPFTOPU
leave any room for the concept of “moral certainty.” Moral Certainty for
PUIFS -BUJUVEJOBSJBOT JT LOPXMFEHF PG SFMJHJPO UP EFHSFFT PG DFSUBJOUZ 
CVUGPS-PDLFJUJTPGUIFVUNPTUJNQPSUBODFUPLFFQSFBTPOBOEGBJUIJO
UIFJSSFTQFDUJWFSPMFTćJTQMBDFT-PDLFCFUXFFOUIFXPSMETPG4QJOP[B
and the Puritan Calvinists.8IJMF-PDLFTFFTOBUVSBMMBXBTGVMMZBTsessable to the human mind, he sees Scripture as something more than
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 #SPXO i&EXBSET -PDLF BOEUIF#JCMF w
. Essay 
 *CJE 
 4OZEFS i-PDLFTEssay w
. Essay, 
. Marshall, John Locke 
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Spinoza since its value is based upon the value of the proposer himself,
making it more than just a book and, therefore, not included in the natural sciences.
What does this do for the assurance of the authority and interpreUBUJPO PG UIF CJCMJDBM UFYU  -PDLF QSPQPTFT B GPSN PG BTTVSBODF XIFO
it comes to faith, despite his assertions that faith cannot be certain.
.BUUFST PG GBJUI BSF iBCPWF 3FBTPO w BDDPSEJOH UP -PDLF  CVU OPU DPOtrary to it. “Faith gave the Determination, where Reason came short,”
he argues. Faith is not the enemy of Reason, but it is given a different “Dominion,” which does not offer any “violence, or hindrance to
Reason,” in that reason “is not injured, or disturbed but assisted and improved, by new Discoveries of Truth, coming from the Eternal Fountain
of all Knowledge.”*OIJTBQQSPBDIUP4DSJQUVSF UIFO -PDLFQSPQPTFT
a system that seems insistent upon letting the inevitable contradiction
remain. One cannot know for sure that the Scriptures are truly God’s
word, yet the Old and New Testaments are “infallibly true,” even if their
interpreters are certainly not. Scripture is infallible, but one can know
what the infallible Scripture is teaching only via less-than-certain faith.
Therefore, the humble man will tolerate others in society, understanding that all fall short of the certainty of reason. Of course, as Snyder
points out, one cannot argue with certainty that the Scriptures are infallibly true either.+PIO$#JEEMFXSJUFTJOi-PDLFT$SJUJRVFPG*OOBUF
Principles and Toland’s Deism”:
-PDLFT DPOĕEFODF JO UIF USVUI PG UIF CJCMJDBM SFWFMBUJPO SFTUFE
not only on the high probability of its divine origin, which he
thought reason could provide from external evidence. His assurance also rested upon reason’s ability to confirm certain aspects
of the content of Scripture, for he maintained that reason could
and must judge the content or parts of a revelation as well as the
whole.

Biddle argues that John Toland’s Deism “did borrow, but subtly changed,
the epistemology and views on the relation of reason and revelation that
-PDLFIBETFUGPSUIJOUIFEssay.”
. Essay,  
. Ibid., 
 4OZEFS i-PDLFTEssay w 
 #JEEMF i-PDLFT$SJUJRVF w
 *CJE 
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%FTQJUFUIFBCJMJUZPGUIF%FJTUTUPBDDPNNPEBUF-PDLFTJEFBTJOUP
UIFJSTZTUFN BOEEFTQJUFUIFSIFUPSJDCMBNJOH-PDLFGPSTVQQMZJOHUIF
UPPMTOFDFTTBSZGPSUIFSFKFDUJPOPG4DSJQUVSF -PDLFIJNTFMGBQQSPBDIFT
biblical interpretation with complete confidence in the text. However,
true to form, he does not approach the text with complete confidence
in himself as its interpreter. This comes out clearly in A Paraphrase and
Notes on the Epistles of St. Paul XIFSF-PDLFEFDMBSFT i*BNGBSGSPN
pretending Infallibility.” Many commentators, he says, approach the
interpretation of Scripture by imposing their opinions on the text and
QSFUFOEJOHUIBU1BVMIBTTQPLFOUISPVHIUIFN:FU EFTQJUFUIFJSDPOĕdence in their ability to interpret Scripture, there is far more obscurity
than they are willing to admit. As long as the commentator cannot exist
in the day of Paul, there is little actual knowledge to work with. What a
DPNNFOUBUPSDBOEP -PDLFTBZT JTUBLFDVSSFOULOPXMFEHFBOEBQQMZJU

 5PMBOE EPFT VTF B SIFUPSJD TJNJMBS UP -PDLFT i'PS BT UJT CZ Reason,” writes
Toland in Christianity Not Mysterious, “we arrive at the Certainty of God’s own
Existence, so we cannot otherwise discern his Revelations but by their Conformity with
our natural Notices of him, which is in so many words, to agree with our common
Notions” (Toland, Christianity Not Mysterious    8IJMF -PDLF XBT ĕOJTIJOH VQ
his The Reasonableness of Christianity   IF SFDFJWFE JO BEWBODF B NBOVTDSJQU 
possibly of Christianity Not Mysterious, from a friend of Toland. Upon reading
5PMBOETJEFBT -PDLFEJSFDUFEReasonableness toward the end of converting Deists to
$ISJTUJBOJUZ-PDLFXBTJOTJTUFOUUIBUIFXBTOPUSFTQPOTJCMFGPS%FJTN NFBOJOHUIBU
IFEJEOPUSFDPHOJ[FIJNTFMGJOUIBUTZTUFN TFF-PDLF A Letter to the Right Reverend
Edward Lord Bishop of Worcester <>  'PS NPSF PO UIF SFMBUJPOTIJQ PG -PDLF UP
Toland and the difficulties with naming Toland’s sources see Weinsheimer, EighteenthCentury Hermeneutics. Toland’s concept of reason relies more on Spinoza or other early
Deists such as Herbert of Cherbury (De Veritate    PS $IBSMFT #MPVOU #MPVOU 
Miscellaneious Work  TFF$PMJF i4QJOP[BBOEUIF&BSMZ&OHMJTI%FJTUT wo
$SBHJF  i*OĘVFODF PG 4QJOP[B JO UIF )JHIFS $SJUJDJTN PG UIF 0ME 5FTUBNFOU w o
Champion, Pillars of the Priestcraft Shaken; and Sandys-Wunsch, “Spinoza—The First
#JCMJDBMćFPMPHJBO woGPSNPSFPOUIJTEJTDVTTJPO
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 -PDLF A Paraphrase, xix. “The Matters that St. Paul writ about, were certainly
Things well known to those he writ to, and which they had some peculiar Concern in;
which made them easily apprehend his Meaning, and see the Tendency and Force of
his Discourse. But we having now at this Distance no Information of the Occasion of
his Writing, little or no Knowledge of the Temper and Circumstances those he writ to
were in, but what is to be gathered out of the Epistles themselves, it is not strange that
many Things in them lie concealed to us, which, no doubt they who were concerned in
UIF-FUUFS VOEFSTUPPEBUĕSTUTJHIUw JCJE JJJoJW 
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to the text, leaving the obscure as it is. He prefers the paraphrase for
this reason, as it limits human commentary to a minimum.

The Edwardsian Theological Genome
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As these last two chapters show, confidence in both the biblical text
and the interpreter historically progresses from bold to skeptical. The
Quadriga felt the first blow in the Reformation and then a major upset
in post-Reformation and Enlightenment periods. Spinoza dismisses
any special providence in the Bible and any need for the Spirit and
therefore a spiritual sense of the interpreter in understanding the Bible.
Generations following him continue this agenda, even building on it, or
trying to find a middle ground.
The thinkers examined in this chapter found their way into
Edwards’s record of reading and reading interest, including those of
UIF 1VSJUBO  $BNCSJEHF 1MBUPOJTU  BOE -BUJUVEJOBSJBO USBEJUJPOT All
serve as possible contributors to his intellectual evolution. For example,
John Smith’s Discourses  IFMQFE&EXBSETEFWFMPQIJTVOEFSTUBOEing of the emanation of the divine nature into the world, as well as his
understanding of sensation and beauty. In The Religious Affections,
Edwards refers to Smith’s “The Shortness of a Pharisaic Righteousness”
as “remarkable.” Cambridge Platonism helps Edwards map out the
relationship between heaven and earth. And Ralph Cudworth’s The True
Intellectual System of the Universe  GSPNXIJDI&EXBSETIFBWJMZ
cribs his Miscellanies, is one of his go-to resources in his later years of
combat with Enlightenment naturalism. Cudworth’s vast knowledge
of ancient philosophers and Christian theologians opens a door to the
QBTUGPS&EXBSET0GUIF-BUJUVEJOBSJBOTXJEFMZSFBEJO/FX&OHMBOE 
John Tillotson’s sermons are notably listed in Edwards’s Catalogue;
 -PDLF A Paraphrase, ix. Paul’s epistles cannot have “two contrary meanings,”
TBZT-PDLFZFUPOFDPVMESFBEUXPDPNNFOUBUPST CPUISFTQFDUFEJOUIFJSĕFMET XIP
offer differing interpretations of the text (ibid., x).
. Ibid., x, xi.
. To date, the most thorough resource on the relation of Edwards to the Cambridge
Platonists remains Watts, “Jonathan Edwards and the Cambridge Platonists.”
 -FF  Philosophical Theology of Jonathan Edwards   WJE o o
Fiering, Jonathan Edwards’s Moral Thought 
. WJEo i.JTDw   4XFFOFZOPUFTUIBU&EXBSETDPQJFE
over twenty-five thousand words from Cudworth (WJE   -FF  Philosophical
Theology of Jonathan Edwards, o
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though he often disagrees with the archbishop, Edwards finds him to be
“one of the greatest divines,” and appeals to him as an authority in his
sermons on justification in discussing the believer’s union with Christ.
As Amy Plantinga Pauw notes, Edwards often appeals to the so-called
liberal Anglican divines because he shares “their desire to defend both
the reasonableness of Christianity and the need for divine revelation”
and is “willing, as always, to borrow good arguments.”
-BTUMZ  BT NBOZ IBWF SFDPHOJ[FE  -PDLFT Essay is a significant
philosophical resource for Edwards. And beyond the Essay, Edwards
BMTP PXOFE BOE VTFE DPQJFT PG -PDLFT DPNNFOUBSJFT But to argue,
as Bebbington seems to do, that the lion’s share of Edwards’s idea of the
iTQJSJUVBMTFOTFwJTEFSJWFEGSPNIJTFYUFOTJPOPG-PDLFBOFNQJSJDJTNJT
EJďDVMUUPTVTUBJO-PDLFJTBOJNQPSUBOUDPOUSJCVUPSUP&EXBSETTUIFPlogical world, but he hardly single-handedly lays the foundation for his
thought. The evolution of the spiritual sense (or senses) finds important
roots in antiquity, that is, in the Christian interpreters before Edwards,
including those examined in the last two chapters.
*U NBZ CF TBJE  UIFO  UIBU JO   &EXBSET XBT CPSO JOUP UIF
Puritan world of his father and grandfather and identified himself with
his Reformed heritage. But as Part Two of this book will develop, he is
far more complex than the “typical” Reformed pastor in New England.
The web of knowledge available to him and his unmitigated curiosity
provide the necessary elements for the flexing of his theological and
philosophical muscles. As a result, his reading of Scripture is lively, benefiting from the discussions that precede him and reflecting the spirituality of an ancient past.
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. WJE    FOUSJFT     WJE  'PS NPSF PO &EXBSET BOE
Tillotson, see Fiering’s discussion on Edwards’s doctrine of hell in Jonathan Edwards’s
Moral Thought, o &EXBSET TFMFDUJWFMZ SFGFST UP 5JMMPUTPO  CVU IF DMFBSMZ LFFQT
Tillotson as a resource in his studies. For other examples see WJE WJE o
i.JTDw WJE  i.JTDw &EXBSET i&UFSOJUZPG)FMM5PSNFOUT w
. WJE
. WJE  FOUSZ GPSFYBNQMF WJE   i.JTDw  
WJE i.JTDw
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